
Gabriela Gambulut 

-440-506-3326

Trabquility Salon and Spa Esthetician 

46 East Front St, Milan Ohio 44846 

Tel- 419-499-4177

Learn more:

Eyelash Extensions 

Dermaplanning 

High frequency Lifting Facial

Eyebrow tinting

Eyelash Tinting 

Eyebrow Lamination 

Makeup Narural or Bride

Relaxation massage 

Microdermabrasion Facials

 Eyelash  lamination

 Soothe  your Soul Back facial

 Booty facial

 Strip lash application

Eyelash Extension Removal

Botox mask

Henna Lip tint  

Lip enhancement treatment

Acne Facial 

Light chemical peel 

Cleopatra 24K Gold Facial 

Scalp High Frequency

Services I provide:

”Love
yourself
for who
you are”
E S T H E T I C S  B Y  G G  

”I am Gabriela Gumbulut and have

always had the desire to help others

gain confidence  and joy in the

appearance of healthy skin. Please

look at what I am able to do to help

you achieve what your hoping for. For

more you can contact- Tranquility

Salon & Spa -419-499-4177 

or  at 440-506-3326  and visit my

facebook page at :

https://www.facebook.com/gabriel

asesthetics92/

Please call for your appointment

time. I am looking forword to work

with you! “

About me



Treats acne, closes up large pores, firms and tightens skin

immediately. Non invasive, lifting treatment for all skin

types. High Frequency - Stimulates circulation of the blood,

increases glandular activity, aids in elimination and

absorption, increases metabolism, kills germs and bacteria,

generates heat inside the tissue, and helps products to go

deeper into the skin.-$95

Natural glam makeup- Natural glam makeup is all about

enhancing your features with a subtle touch—think dewy,

luminous skin, and a soft contour. It's the total opposite of

full-on glam. -$60

Bridal makeup- Neutral glam means the makeup is neutral

in colors yet defined with lashes, highlighting and

contouring to look elevated, glowing, and flawless.-$80

Fake strip on lashes adds $10 

H I G H  F R E Q U E N C Y  L I F T I N G  F A C I A L

Smooth beautiful skin, non invasive, removal of dead skin

cells revealing less wrinkles, lightened hyperpigmentation

and unclogged pores, a super deep skin cleaning ending

with a cool aloe seaweed hydrating mask. -$110

Diamond Microdermabrasion Facial 

 Eyebrow tinting- Eyebrow tinting is the process of applying

semi-permanent dye to enhance, shape, and define your

brows. Tinting allows a professional to manipulate the brow

area by darkening the fine hairs that surround the

perimeter of the brow to increase the width.-$60

Eyelash  Tinting- Think of eyelash tinting like getting your

roots touched up. The dye will intensify your natural lashes

by darkening them and adding definition to the eye. The dye

itself is similar to what you use on your hair, except it’s

specifically developed to be safe around the eye area.-$60

Eyebrow lamination- Brow lamination involves straightening

and lifting the hairs using a chemical solution, which allows

the hairs to have more flexibility to move them into your

desired shape, therefore covering any gaps or stray areas.

-$70

Eyelash lamination-A lash lift works with your natural lashes

to create a luscious semi-permanent curl that will last

between 6-8 weeks. We use a technique combining a lifting

lotion and silicone rods to lift your natural lashes, making

them look longer and fuller. We recommend lash lifts as a

great alternative to eyelash extensions. -$70

-are semi-permanent fibers that are attached to your

natural eyelashes in order to make your lash fringe

look longer, fuller, and darker. Individual lash

extensions are applied to each of your individual

natural eyelashes (one extension per natural

eyelash) using a semi-permanent glue. Different

styles, lenghts and thickness. More info at

consultation.

Classic set-$110

Fill after 2 weeks- $70

Fill after 3 weeks-$85

Hybrid set-$130

Fill after 2 weeks- $90

Fill after 3 weeks- $100

Volume set-$150

Fill after 2 weeks- $110

Fill after 3 weeks-$120

Strip lash application- $20

Eyelash Removal with lash bath-45$

Soothe your soul back facial 1 hour 

Customized for each individual clients skin type and

just to relax. Heated table, hot stones, steam, hot

towels, deep cleansing, gentle manuel extractions if

needed, customized mask, lavender essential oil for

added calmness on the back of your neck with neck,

shoulder massage. *Add on the high frequency

wand to zap all those hard to reach impurities for

smooth beautiful back.-$130

Dermaplanning- 

is a procedure that exfoliates your skin and gets rid

of dirt and vellus hair, better known as “peach

fuzz.”The procedure gives facial skin a smooth,

youthful, radiant appearance by smoothing out

wrinkles and gives makeup a smooth, flawless

canvas to work on. -$80

Services: 

E Y E L A S H  E X T E N S I O N S  

Acne facial- double cleanse, steam, hot towel infused with

levander oil, manual extractions, microdermabrasion exfoliation

and sulfur mask. Helps reduce acne and cleanses the pores and

also cleansing the skin by removing dead skin cells. -$90

Booty facial- involves cleansing, steam, exfoliation, extractions (if

needed), microdermabrasion, treatment serums, and a mask.

Booty or butt facials are a great way to address uneven skin tone

and other related skin problems like butt acne, blackheads, or

other skin concerns. It basically works to refine and smoothen the

skin with a variety of facial treatments.-$100

Botox mask-  ~ Included in Anti-Aging Facial. Argireline is found in

Botox and affects the nerve-to-muscle communication so that the

muscle contractions do not deepen expression wrinkles. The main

ingredient in the contouring mask is ARGIRELINE (product in

BOTOX) which targets fine lines and expression wrinkles. So,

although it is the same dose that one would have when being

injected, it is applied onto the skin rather than injected into

muscle.-$130

Henna Lips tint- applying henna on your lips to make the shape

stand out and the color that will make your lips appear bigger and

fuller and the results will last for up to 2 weeks or so. -$60

 

Lip enhancement (needle free) treatment - Hyaluronic acid fillers

can improve the appearance of your lips by adding: shape,

structure and volume. The effects typically last around eight

months. After that more injections are needed to keep the volume

of your lips. Using a hyaluron pen without needles there are

requested few applications to get done as this requires layering

treatments in order to get the results wanted. -$175/ 1 ml

Light chemical peel- AHA 30% BHA 2% peel is an exfoliating facial

with alpha- and beta-hydroxy acids. This is water-based

exfoliating  solutions for textural irregularities, dullness, and signs

of congested pores.-$90

Cleopatra 24K Gold facial 

Cleopatra used to cover her face and body with 24 carat gold. This

luxurious facial is dripping in gold everything. I apply 24k gold

sheets to your entire face, with snail serum mix. Lay back, relax

and feel the royalty seeping lavishly into your skin. Benefits of

natural gold are tighter, younger, less hyerpigmentation,

stimulates skin cell turnover, prevents premature aging and

wrinkling.-$165

Scalp high frequency -Orange Neon gas for treating aging skin,

scalp and hair . Helps with regrowth of the hair. -$100


